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ABSTRACT
The radiative association process for the formation of magnesium oxide (MgO) may be of great importance due to its frequent
occurrence in the low-density and dust-poor astrochemical environments. In this work, the cross-sections and rate coefficients
for the A1� → X1�+, X1�+ → A1�, D1� → A1�, a3� → e3�−, X1�+ → X1�+, and A1� → A1� radiative association
processes of forming MgO are theoretically estimated. The cross-sections for the transitions between the different states are
obtained by using the semiclassical method for direct contributions and the Breit–Wigner theory as a complement for resonance
contributions. For the transitions between the same states, the quantum mechanical method is used. The rate coefficients are
then obtained from the cross-sections for the temperatures in the range of 10–10 000 K and the results are found to vary from
4.69 × 10−16 to 6.27 × 10−14 cm3 s−1. For temperatures lower than around 693 K, the rate coefficients for the A1� → X1�+

process are dominant, which indicates this process is the most efficient way of producing MgO at low temperatures. However,
the rate coefficients for the D1� → A1� process go through a rapid increase with increasing temperature and become dominant
at higher temperatures. For other processes, their rate coefficients are several orders of magnitude lower than those for the two
processes mentioned above. The results can be used to further investigate the formation and evolution of MgO in low density
and hot gas close to the photosphere of evolved oxygen-rich stars.

Key words: astrochemistry – molecular processes – opacity – radiation mechanisms: general – stars: low-mass – ISM:
molecules.

1 IN T RO D U C T I O N

Magnesium oxide (MgO) is of great interest in astrophysical obser-
vations because it is the major constituent of chondritic meteorites
in the interstellar dust. A search for the strongest band of MgO has
been performed in the lunar exosphere (Berezhnoy 2010; Berezhnoy
et al. 2014). Besides, it has also been detected in the exosphere
of Mercury by the MESSENGER spacecraft (Sarantos et al. 2011;
Stockstill-Cahill et al. 2012), where the observed magnesium tail is
hotter than can be expected. Killen et al. (2010) analysed it might be
attributed to about 30 per cent of the magnesium vapour in molecular
form (MgO) at the high temperature (>10 000 K). This behaviour
is expected to be caused by the micrometeoroid impact (Cintala
1992; Morgan & Killen 1997; Killen et al. 2001). According to the
quenching theory, chemical reactions led to the formation of metallic
oxides (e.g. MgO and CaO) during the collisional phase of the cloud
created by the micrometeoroid impact (Berezhnoy & Klumov 2008;
Berezhnoy 2010). The formation of MgO may be very likely to occur
through radiative association in the collision of Mg and O atoms

Mg + O → MgO + hν. (1)

Magnesium, the most abundant cosmic metal, is believed to be
formed as the results of the fusion of helium with neon in large stars
and the addition of three helium nuclei to one carbon in supernovae.
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Besides, the atomic oxygen is also quite prevalent because it is
the third most abundant element in the Universe. Therefore, the
formation of an ionic bond between oxygen and magnesium (Mg–O)
is inevitable due to both atoms’ abundances and the large electrostatic
attraction (Kloska & Fortenberry 2017).

The reaction in equation (1) is also one of many important
processes that contributes to the molecule production in dust-
poor regions of interstellar space where there are few competing
three-body collisions (Tielens 2005). In fact, the density of an
interstellar environment is often about 10−15 times than that of our
atmosphere (Babb & Kirby 1998). Therefore, this process may be
viable and important in the low-density and dust-poor astrochemical
environments due to the applicability of two-body kinetics (Tabone
et al. 2020).

The radiative association process for the formation of MgO is
also believed to play a decisive role in initiating the dust formation
process in oxygen-rich environments, because the Mg–O stretching
vibrational band appears close to the Si–O deformation band and can
easily merge with that to form the silicate (Rietmeijer et al. 2002;
Schlemmer et al. 2014). Therefore, the rate coefficients of radiative
association are required to model the chemical evolution of the dust
formation in the interstellar space. However, due to the low rate
coefficients of radiative association, only certain ionic systems are
possible to be measured experimentally (Gerlich & Horning 1992).
Hence, modelling of the interstellar environment about the chemical
reaction (1) has to rely on the theoretical calculations (Gustafsson
& Nyman 2014; Ostrom et al. 2016). Up to now, the radiative
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association process for the formation of MgO, which is important in
astrophysics, has not been investigated theoretically. Thus, it is urgent
to obtain an accurate and comprehensive theoretical investigation on
the radiative association process for the formation of MgO.

The rate coefficients of radiative association have been investigated
theoretically for a number of neutral and ionic systems. For example,
the radiation association processes of diatomic molecules, such as
CN, CO, CF+, CO+, C2, TiO, SiS, SiO, etc., have been calculated
in the past few years (Andreazza & Marinho 2007; Andreazza
et al. 2012; Ostrom et al. 2016; Babb et al. 2019b; Gustafsson
& Forrey 2019; Zámečnı̂ková et al. 2020). Andreazza et al. (G2,
2012) mainly calculated rate coefficients for the formation of the
numerous diatomic molecules by the semiclassical (SC) method. For
the researches of Babb et al. (2019a, b) and Forrey et al. (2020),
they focused on the quantum mechanical (QM) theory in the local
thermodynamic equilibrium (LTE) and non-LTE (NLTE). Gustafsson
and Forrey (2019) concentrated on the different theoretical mecha-
nisms for radiative association processes, which mainly included the
QM, SC, optical potential (OP), and Breit–Wigner (BW) theories.
Through the comparison, some findings about the QM theory were
obtained by Gustafsson et al. First, they found that the QM method
in the LTE might be cumbersome even for a diatomic system due to
the narrow resonances at high energies. Secondly, compared with the
BW theory, the QM method also might overestimate the heights of
the resonances and the peak and shape of the resonances in the cross-
sections were incorrect. Thirdly, the transitions from the quasi-bound
to quasi-bound states were not included in the QM method (Bennett
et al. 2003; Szabo & Gustafsson 2018). However, the BW theory
could provide a complete description of the resonances in the whole
energy range. Hence, in this work the BW theory is used to calculate
the cross-sections and rate coefficients as the resonance contribution
for the transitions between the different electronic states, and the
SC method is used as the direct contribution to complement the
BW theory. For the transitions between the same electronic states,
the cross-sections and rate coefficients are calculated by the QM
method.

We are chiefly concerned with the rate coefficients of the reaction
(1) for the conditions of the LTE through the following transitions:

A1� [Mg(1S) + O(1D)] → MgO (X1�+) + hν(A → X) (2)

X1�+ [Mg(1 S) + O(1D)] → MgO (A1�) + hν(X → A) (3)

D1� [Mg(1 S) + O(1 D)] → MgO (A1�) + hν(D → A) (4)

a3� [Mg(1S) + O(3P)] → MgO(e3�−) + hν(a → e) (5)

X1�+ [Mg(1S) + O(1D)] → MgO (X1�+) + hν(X → X) (6)

A1� [Mg(1S) + O(1D)] → MgO(A1�) + hν(A → A) (7)

The accurate potential energy curves (PECs) of the five electronic
states involved in the above radiative association processes have
been investigated by the state-of-the-art ab initio methodology in our
previous work, but the transition dipole moments (TDMs) between
these electronic states have not been computed (Bai et al. 2020).
Thus, the TDMs for electronic transition systems considered here are
calculated in the first step. Then, according to the calculated PECs
and TDMs, the cross-sections are obtained using the SC method, BW
theory, and QM method. Finally, the rate coefficients are computed
based on the cross-sections

2 M E T H O D S

This section presents the approach to the calculation of rate coeffi-
cients for the formation of MgO. The computational details on the
PECs and TDMs are described to obtain the cross-sections. Thus, the
further calculations based on the cross-sections can be carried out to
get the rate coefficients.

2.1 Potential energy and transition moment curves

The accurate PECs of MgO have been investigated and more details
on the ab initio calculations can refer to our previous work (Bai et al.
2020). The PECs of the X1�+, A1�, D1�, a3�, and e3�− states
are calculated at the icMRCI/aug-cc- pCV5Z-DK level of theory as
implemented in MOLPRO 2015 software package (Werner et al. 2015).
In this work, the dipole-allowed TDMs between these electronic
states are calculated using the same theory as the calculated PECs.

For the calculation of rate coefficients, the PECs and TDMs are
needed over the short and long range of internuclear distances R. In
this work, the PECs are extrapolated toward zero by the following
function at the short range:

V (R) = A exp(−BR) + C. (8)

For the large distances (R > 10 Å), the extrapolation method called
the reciprocal-power reproducing kernel Hilbert space (RP-RKHS)
is used with the leading term C2/R2 (Douglas & Kroll 1974; Hess
1986; Wolf et al. 2002). A cubic spline is used to interpolate the
ab initio points of the PECs. For the TDMs, the same methods of
extrapolation and interpolation as the PECs are used.

2.2 Rate coefficients

The total rate coefficients αtot for the formation of a bound molecule
can be expressed as

αtot(T ) =
∑

�→�′
α�→�′ (T ), (9)

where α�→�′ (T) are the rate coefficients for the specific electronic
transition process, � → �

′
, which can be calculated by averaging

cross-sections over a Maxwellian velocity distribution and given by

α�→�′ (T ) =
√

8

πμ(kBT )3

∫ ∞

0
Eσ�→�′ (E)e(−E/kBT )dE, (10)

where μ is the reduced mass, and σ�→�′ (E) are the cross-sections
for the process of interest, as a function of the collision energy E.
The cross-sections of the radiative association may be consisted of a
direct and an indirect contribution, where the direct contribution can
be obtained by the SC calculation and the BW theory can be used to
calculate the indirect (resonance) contribution (Nyman et al. 2015).

2.3 Semiclassical method

The SC method is deduced from the SC limit of the OP method. The
cross-sections for the � → �

′
transition can be expressed as (Bates

1951; Burhop & Marriott 1956)

σ�→�′ (E) = 4π

√
μ

2E
f�

∫ ∞

0
bdb

∫ ∞

Rc

AEb
�→�′ (R)√

1 − Vλ(R)
E

− b2

R2

dR, (11)

where b is the impact parameter. Rc is the outer turning point on
the effective potential V� + Eb2/R2, which can be found out using
a bisection method. f� is the probability of approach in the initial
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electronic state characterized by �, which ignores the hyperfine
couplings at the low energies. For the formation of a diatomic MgO
from the atoms Mg and O, the factor f� is given by

f� = (2S + 1)(2 − δ0,�)

(2LMg + 1)(2SMg + 1)(2LO + 1)(2SO + 1)
, (12)

where δ is the Kronecker delta. S is the spin quantum number of the
electronic state �. LMg, SMg, LO, and SO are the electronic orbital
angular momentum number and spin quantum number of the atoms
Mg and O, respectively. Therefore, the values of f� are 2/5 for
the A1� and D1� states and 1/3 for the e3�− state. A�→�′ is the
transition rate for spontaneous emission from an initial electronic
state � to a final electronic state �

′
and

A�→�′ (R) = 64

3

π4

(4πε0)hλ3
�→�′ (R)

(
2 − δ0,�+�′

2 − δ0,�

)
D2

��′ (R), (13)

where D��′ is the TDM between two arbitrary electronic states with
the same spin quantum number. λ�→�′ (R) is the wavelength of the
emitted photon, which is computed by

1

λ�→�′ (R)
= max

(
0,

V�(R) − V�′ (R)

hc

)
. (14)

For the formation of a bonded molecule, the restricted transition
rate should be applied

AEb
�→�′ (R) = A�→�′ (R) (15)

if E < V�(R) − V�′ (R) and V�′ (R) + Eb2

R2 < V�′ (R → ∞); other-
wise: AEb

�→�′ (R) = 0.

2.4 Breit–Wigner theory

The indirect contribution to the cross-sections of the radiative
association is primarily tunnelling mediated, which arises from the
resonances. The resonances arise not only from tunnelling through
the barrier in the effective potential but also from ‘overbarrier’
resonances that can occur just over the barrier in the effective
potential (Nyman et al. 2015). However, the SC method can only
give the direct contribution to the cross-sections and cannot take
resonances into account at all. Therefore, the BW theory is proposed
and works as a complement to the SC method to compute the indirect
contribution (Breit & Wigner 1936; Bain & Bardsley 1972).

Based on the BW theory, the resonance contribution to the cross-
sections can be written as

σ res
�→�′ (E) = π�2

2μE
f�

∑
υJ

(2J + 1)
�tun

υJ��rad
υJ�

(E − EυJ�)2 + �2
υJ�→�′

4

. (16)

The corresponding rate coefficients are given by

αres
�→�′ (T ) = �

2

(
2π

μkBT

)3/2

f�

∑
υ,J

(2J + 1)

× e−EυJ�/kBT �tun
υJ��rad

υJ�→�′

�υJ�→�′
, (17)

where EυJ� is the energy of a quasi-bound state with quantum
numbers �, υ, J, and is also the position of the resonances. �tun

υJ� is the
tunnelling width. �rad

υJ�→�′ is the sum over the widths due to radiative
decay from the initial state to any of the bound and lower lying
quasi-bound states, �rad

υJ�→�′ = �
∑

υ ′J ′ AυJ�→υ ′J ′�′ . The tunnelling
width �tun

υJ� and transition rate for spontaneous emission AυJ�→υ ′J ′�′

are computed with the LEVEL 8.0 program package (Le Roy 2017).
�υJ�→�′ is the total width due to the decay either by tunnelling

back through the potential barrier to separated atoms or by emitting
a photon, �υJ�→�′ = �tun

υJ� + �rad
υJ�→�′ .

2.5 Quantum mechanical method

The QM method is based on the SC theory of light–matter
interactions and thermodynamic relations for the Einstein coef-
ficient describing the spontaneous emission of a photon (Gol-
ubev et al. 2013; Nyman et al. 2015). The cross-sections can be
given by

σ�→�′ =
∑

J ;υ ′,J ′

1

4πε0

64

3

π5

k2

(v

c

)
f�S�,J→�′,J ′ |M�,E,J ;�′,υ ′,J ′ |2,

(18)

where ε0 is the vacuum permittivity, k2 = 2μE/�2 and S�J→�′J ′ is
the H”onl-London factor (Hansson & Watson 2005; Watson 2008).
M�,E,J ;�′,υ ′,J ′ is the electric dipole transition moment function and
can be expressed by

M�,E,J ;�′,υ ′,J ′ = 〈χE,J (R)|D(R)ψυ ′,J ′ (R)〉, (19)

where D(R) is the TDM from ab initio, χE,J(R) is the normalized
wavefunction of the initial continuum state, and ψυ ′,J ′ (R) is the
bound wavefunction by solving the radial Schrodinger equation. The
renormalized Numerov method is used to obtain the continuum and
bound wave functions (Johnson 1977, 1978).

3 R ESULTS AND DI SCUSSI ON

3.1 Potential energy and transition moment curves

In this work, five electronic states, including the X1�+, A1�, D1�,
a3�, and e3�− states, are calculated and investigated theoretically.
These states correlate to the two lowest dissociation asymptotes
Mg(1S) + O (3P) and Mg(1S) + O (1D). Fig. 1 shows the PECs
of the five electronic states and the TDMs between these states
versus the internuclear distances. The PECs have been computed
in our previous work and the spectroscopic parameters are in good
agreement with the experimental values (Bai et al. 2020). The X1�+

state is crossed by the a3� and A1� states at around 2.0 and 2.1 Å,
respectively. It is beneficial to the interactions between these states
through spin–orbit and rotational and vibronic couplings. Thus, the
X1�+, A1�, and a3� states are of interest in astrophysics and also
the focal point in our work. Besides, the TDMs are also calculated
as shown in Fig. 1(c). Our TDMs are also consistent with the earlier
theoretical ones (Maatouk et al. 2010; Bauschlicher Jr & Schwenke
2017).

3.2 Cross-sections

The cross-sections for the radiative association processes (2)–(7) for
the formation of MgO are calculated by the SC method, BW theory,
and QM method. The calculated SC + BW, pure SC, and QM cross-
sections are displayed in Fig. 2, where the SC + BW cross-sections
are the sum of the direct contribution by the SC method and the
resonance contribution obtained by the BW formula.

3.2.1 The A1� → X1�+ process

The cross-sections for the A1� → X1�+ radiative association
process are displayed in Fig. 2(a). The SC cross-section curve
is smooth but the BW cross-section curve exhibits many peaks
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Radiative association of MgO 2499

Figure 1. Ab initio points calculated at the icMRCI/aug-cc- pCV5Z-DK
level of theory. (a) The PECs of the X1�+, A1�, and D1� states. (b) The
PECs of the a3� and e3�− states. (c) The TDMs for the A1� → X1�+
(X1�+ → A1�) transition compared with those from Maatouk et al. (2010),
the D1� → A1� transition compared with those from Bauschlicher Jr &
Schwenke (2017), and the e3�− → a3�, X1�+ → X1�+, and A1� →
A1� transitions.

that come from the resonances. For energies less than 0.2 meV,
the partial cross-sections remain almost constant as the collision
energies increase. However, they decrease monotonically as the
collision energies are larger than 0.2meV. Compared with other
studied radiative association processes, the cross-sections for the
A1� → X1�+ process are the largest until the collision energy goes
up to about 0.15 eV. This is due to a barrier on the D1� electronic
state, as shown in Fig. 1(a). In addition, the A1� → X1�+ process
has more resonances than other radiative association processes due
to the deeper potential well of the A1� state.

3.2.2 The X1�+ → A1� process

Fig. 2(b) shows the cross-sections for the X1�+ → A1� process,
which have the same tendency as those for the A1� → X1�+

process but are smaller over the range of collision energies. For
high collision energies (>0.395 eV), the SC cross-sections approach
zero very quickly, because non-Franck–Condon transitions are not
accounted for the SC theory (Franck & Dymond 1926; Condon
1928). Meanwhile, the X1�+ → A1� process has few resonances,
because the cross-sections calculated by the BW theory are much
smaller than those by the SC method.

3.2.3 The D1� → A1� process

As shown in Fig. 2(c), the D1� → A1� cross-sections are smaller
than those for the A1� → X1�+ process for energies less than 0.15
eV. However, as the collision energies increase, the cross-sections go
up rapidly from 1.53 × 10−7 to 4 × 10−5 a2

0 and this process thus
becomes dominant. It is due to a 0.15eV barrier at 2.7 Å on the D1�

electronic state as mentioned above. This behaviour can be generally
found in other similar system, such as the 11� → X1�+ system
and the 11� → a3� system of CF+ (Ostrom et al. 2016). For high
collision energies (>3.23 eV), the SC cross-sections approach zero
very quickly because of non-Franck–Condon transitions.

3.2.4 The e3�− → a3� process

Fig. 2(d) shows the cross-sections for the e3�− → a3� process.
Through comparison and observation, we can conclude several find-
ings. First, the cross-sections for this process are smaller than those
for the above processes and decrease rapidly with the decreasing
collision energy because of the almost repulsive potential of the
e3�− state (Kathir et al. 2017). Secondly, the cross-sections increase
rapidly at the collision energy of 0.92 eV because of a small potential
barrier. This behaviour corresponds to the fact that the e3�− potential
exhibits a 0.92 eV barrier at R = 1.84 Å, as shown in Fig. 1(d).
Thirdly, the BW cross-sections show few resonances at low energies,
this is because the almost repulsive potential of the e3�− state can
only support few quasi-bound states. Finally, the SC cross-sections
could not be calculated as the collision energies are higher than 3.36
eV due to the Franck–Condon principle.

3.2.5 The X1�+ → X1�+ and A1� → A1� processes

The cross-sections for the X1�+ → X1�+ and A1� → A1�

processes are displayed in Fig. 2(e), which are obtained by the QM
method. Due to the similar PECs and TDMs of the X1�+ and A1�

states, the cross-sections of these two processes are also similar. As
the collision energies increase, the cross-sections change slowly and
the baseline approaching on the X1�+ and A1� curves is nearly
constant with respect to the collision energy. The similar behaviour
can be seen from other processes, such as the X1�+ → X1�+

process of CO (Franz et al. 2011).

3.3 Rate coefficients

The rate coefficients for the formation of MgO through the studied six
processes are calculated for temperatures in the range of 10–10 000
K (as shown in Fig. 3), which are the sum of the direct contribution
from the SC method and the resonance contribution obtained by the
BW theory. The magnitude of the rate coefficients is similar to that
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2500 T. Bai, Z. Qin and L. Liu

Figure 2. Cross-sections for the (a) A1� → X1�+, (b) X1�+ → A1�, (c) D1� → A1�, and (d) e3�− → a3� transition processes calculated by the SC
method and BW theory and the (e) X1�+ → X1�+ and A1� → A1� transition processes by the QM method.

of the formation of other diatomic molecules (Andreazza & Marinho
2007; Cairnie et al. 2017; Zámečnı̂ková et al. 2020). As expected
from the cross-sections, the A1� → X1�+ process is dominant for
temperatures lower than around 693 K. However, the D1� → A1�

process undergoes a rapid increase with the increasing temperature
and dominates at higher temperatures. For the X1�+ → A1�,
X1�+ → X1�+, A1� → A1�, and e3�− → a3� radiative as-
sociation processes, the rate coefficients are several orders of mag-
nitude lower than those for the A1� → X1�+ and D1� → A1�

processes, where the rate coefficients of the e3�− → a3� process
increase monotonically as the temperature increases above 100 K
because the PEC of the e3�− state is almost completely repulsive.
The similar behaviour can be seen from the work carried out by
Gustafsson et al. (2014). The total rate coefficients for the formation

of MgO are the sum of rate coefficients for all studied processes in
this work and can be approximated using the three-parameter Kooij
function (within 4 per cent), which is expressed as

k(T ) = A

(
T

300

)α

e−β/T , (20)

where A, α, and β are fitting parameters. Due to a complex structure
with multiple inflexion points on the temperature dependence of the
rate coefficients, the rate coefficient curves are divided into seven
temperature ranges to fit. The fitting parameters are summarized in
Table 1.
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Radiative association of MgO 2501

Figure 3. Radiative association rates (cm3 s−1) for the formation of MgO
through the processes (2)–(7).

Table 1. Fit parameters according to Kooij function (equation
20) for the total rate coefficients.

T (K) A (cm3 s−1) α β

10–40 5.0943 × 10−16 − 0.4073 2.0976
40–460 5.0881 × 10−16 − 0.1793 0.1709
460–5200 6.0276 × 10−15 1.2271 4.7817
5200–7200 4.1786 × 10−14 0.2578 1.6307
7200–7800 5.9655 × 10−14 0.0493 0.3384
7800–8000 6.6094 × 10−14 − 0.0133 − 0.0966
8000–10 000 8.0820 × 10−14 0.1409 − 1.0554

4 C O N C L U S I O N S

In this work, the rate coefficients for the formation of MgO by
radiative association mechanism have been studied theoretically. The
accurate PECs of the X1�+, A1�, D1�, a3�, and e3�− states and the
TDMs between these electronic states are obtained by the state-of-
the-art ab initio methodology. Thereafter, the cross-sections for the
A1� → X1�+, X1�+ → A1�, D1� → A1�, and e3�− → a3�

processes are calculated by the SC method and BW theory. For the
X1�+ → X1�+ and A1� → A1� processes, the QM method is
used. Finally, the rate coefficients are calculated for the temperatures
in the range of 10–10 000 K. The magnitude of the rate coefficients
of forming MgO is similar to that of the formation of other diatomic
molecules, and the total rate coefficients are of the order of 4.69
× 10−16 − 6.27 × 10−14 cm3 s−1.

The cross-sections for the A1� → X1�+ process are dominant
and larger than those for other processes up to a collision energy of
about 0.15 eV. It is attributed to a barrier on the D1� electronic state,
leading to the rapidly increasing cross-sections for the D1� → A1�

process from 1.53 × 10−7 to 4 × 10−5 a2
0. Thus, the D1� → A1�

process becomes dominant at high collision energies. However, the
cross-sections for the X1�+ → A1�, X1�+ → X1�+, A1� →
A1�, and e3�− → a3� processes are smaller within the studied
energy range.

As expected from the cross-sections, the rate coefficients cal-
culated by the SC + BW approach have the similar changes.
For example, for temperatures lower than around 693 K, the
A1� → X1�+ process is dominant. As the temperatures increase,
the D1� → A1� process undergoes a rapid increase and becomes

dominant. Corresponding to the cross-sections, the calculated rate co-
efficients for the X1�+ → A1�, X1�+ → X1�+, A1� → A1�,
and e3�− → a3� processes are several orders of magnitude lower
than those for other processes.

The rate coefficients calculated in this work can be used to the
community of astrochemists who investigate the chemical evolution
of dust formation in the interstellar space. Meanwhile, the rate
coefficients for radiative association can also be further used to
estimate three-body recombination rates at the critical density where
the collisional and radiative rates are the same (Cairnie et al. 2017).
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